PREFACE

In the last two decades the most important authors of Bulgarian studies in the philosophy of science - Professor Azarya Polikarov, Dr Sava Petrov, Dr Georgy Bratoev, Dr Stoyan Nikolov, Dr Atanas Danailov, Dr Georgy Gargov, and Dr Nedyalko Merjanov - passed away prematurely. They were many-faceted human beings, whose originality expressed itself in many different ways. We dedicate this volume to the memory of our beloved and distinguished friends and colleagues.

During the years in which this volume has been conceived and written, I have been sustained by the support of all contributors, most of whom are "working scientists". Our aim was to represent as many orientations of Bulgarian studies as possible. The initial project has been significantly improved as a result of our discussions. In addition to our contributions, I also include texts of Prof. Azarya Polikarov and Dr Sava Petrov, written in the 1980s. My belief is that both texts are representative of their authors.

I wish to express my deep gratitude to former Editor of "Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science", Professor Robert Cohen, who encouraged me to initiate this project. I have a very substantial debt to Mrs. Jolanda Voogd (KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS) for her dedicated cooperation. For the final preparation of the manuscript, special thanks go to two charming persons: Ms. Antoinette Koleva and Dr. Lilia Gurova. I am also much indebted to my friend and colleague Jassen Andreev. Conversations with him were instrumental in conceiving the general form of this project.
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